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Welcome!
This quarterly update provides you with the latest
information about program operations, significant
accomplishments, and future focus areas for the
Navy Environmental Sustainability Development
to Integration (NESDI) program. We hope you will
find these insights useful and that they encourage
you to participate (or increase your involvement)
in the program over the coming months.

Who We Are

The NESDI program is the Navy’s environmental
research and development demonstration and
validation (6.4) program, sponsored by the Chief
of Naval Operations Energy and Environmental
Readiness Division (OPNAV N45) and managed
by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command
(NAVFAC) out of the Engineering and Expeditionary
Warfare Center in Port Hueneme, California.
The mission of the program is to provide solutions
by demonstrating, validating, and integrating
innovative technologies, processes, materials,
and by filling knowledge gaps to minimize
operational environmental risks, constraints,
and costs while ensuring Fleet readiness.

The NESDI Program: Integrating Green Technologies Into the Fleet

From the
Program Manager’s Desk
Welcome to the winter 2016 issue of NESDI News:
Highlights & Happenings—part of our ongoing
effort to keep you informed about the NESDI program.
I’d like to start off by
welcoming David Kopack
to our management
committee—the Technology
Development Working
Group (TDWG).
David brings a wealth of
experience to our governing
board, providing a muchneeded perspective from the
Ken Kaempffe
headquarters of the Naval
Program Manager
Sea Systems Command.
David will provide valuable guidance
to ensure that our shipyard projects
are well conceived and that our final
products can be implemented at
multiple shipyards whenever possible.
Next, I’d like to highlight
our progress towards meeting our
financial benchmarks. At the end
of first quarter fiscal year (FY) 2016,
the NESDI program had obligated
68 percent and expended 12 percent
of its funding. So we met our first
quarter obligation benchmark
(of 22.5 percent), but were a
couple percentage points below
our expenditure benchmark
(of 13.8 percent). Due to budget
reductions in FY14 and FY15 we
had to defer and delay many projects
and tasks. As a result, currently
we have strong financial demands
from this backlog of work. As of
the end of February 2016, we are
on track to meet our mid-year
financial benchmarks.
We’ve also just released our
latest Year in Review report
which highlights our program
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and project accomplishments over
the course of FY15. More information
is provided in the “FY15 Annual
Report Highlights Program
Successes” section of this issue
of NESDI News.
In January, the TDWG and I
screened and ranked pre-proposals
that were received to address the
priority needs collected via our
FY16 needs solicitation process.
More information about the results
of our pre-proposal review are
included in the following section.
We have also been busy building
agendas and handling the logistics
for our two FY16 In-Progress
Reviews (IPR)—the first that
was held in China Lake earlier this
month for our west coast projects.
Kudos to Cindy Webber, a China
Lake resident and key member
of our TDWG for all that she
and her staff did to make our
2016 west coast IPR a huge success.
Thank you Cindy! A second IPR
will be held at the Washington
Navy Yard for our east coast
projects the week of 2-6 May.
Details about the success behind
our west coast IPR and plans
for our east coast IPR are included
in the “2016 West & East Coast IPRs”
section of this issue of NESDI News.

Ken Kaempffe
ken.kaempffe@navy.mil
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Results of FY16 Pre-Proposal Solicitation
All in all, we collected a total of
41 pre-proposals to address the
priority needs that resulted from our
FY15 solicitation process. The next
significant milestone on the NESDI
program schedule is the review of
full proposals. Once all pre-proposals
were collected, NESDI program
management reviewed and ranked
them using established criteria
including how the proposed effort
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addresses the need, how executable
the project is, if the proposed effort
is ready for demonstration and
validation, and how feasible it will be
to integrate the solution into ongoing
Fleet operations. This was followed
by a final evaluation that determines
which pre-proposals will proceed
to full proposal development. These
results were provided to anyone who
submitted a pre-proposal shortly after

the evaluation period ended on
20 January 2016.
Full proposals were requested for
those pre-proposals that do the best
job of meeting the evaluation criteria
and addressing the explicit requirements stated in the targeted need.
Of the pre-proposals that were received, full proposals were requested
for the following 26 pre-proposals:

Title
Naval Air Systems Command Solutions for Engine Washing
Smart Electronic Tools for Navy Environmental Compliance Monitoring and Reporting
Impact of Sediment Resuspension by Propeller Wash and Shore Sediment Dynamics on Remediation Options
A Comprehensive Analysis and Strategy for Contaminated Sediment Management
In Situ Treatment of 1,4-Dioxane using Enhanced Biodegradation
Stable-Isotope Labeled Tracers: An Innovative Way to Validate Natural Attenuation of RDX in Groundwater
Plasma Enhanced Melter to Reduce Hazardous Wastes and Generate Energy
Microfluidic Paper-based Sampling and Capillary Electrophoresis Detection for
Rapid Preconcentration/Separation of Insensitive Munitions Explosives
Demonstrate and Validate Acceptable Ground Support Equipment Primers
Stable Carbon Isotopes for Tracing in situ RDX Remediation
Zinc-free Inorganic Primers and Coatings for Active Corrosion Protection
A Methodology for Assessment and Removal of Storm Conveyance and Intertidal Zone Polychlorinated Biphenyls
Hexavalent Chromium Reduction Technology at Navy Fleet Readiness Centers
NPDES Copper Effluent Control System
Industrial Pier Area Testing of Best Stormwater Pollutant Reduction Measures
Survey of Waste Management and Minimization Strategies
Validation Testing of an Optional, Large Scale Sustainable Liquid Propane Fast Cook-off Burner
Demonstration of Improved Toxicity Methodology to Link Stormwater Discharges to Receiving Water Impacts at Navy Sites
Sewer Gas Elimination Technology
Superhydrophobic Coating for Corrosion Prevention and Leachate Impedance
Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) for Advanced Discharge Characterization
Technologies, Process Knowledge & Capabilities that Increase Waste Plastics Diversion
Preventative Management of Contaminated Silt
Utility Vault Water Treatment
Background Analysis and Tracer Study to Identify Metal Contaminant Source Contributions to Stormwater Runoff
Demonstration of Optimized non-NMP (n-Methyl pyrrolidone) Solvents for Immersion Chemical Depaint
The call for full proposals ran from 20 January until 16 March of this year. (Full proposals are solicited
by invitation only.) Successful proposals will result in new projects beginning in FY17 and beyond.
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New Project
Initiatives
In this issue of NESDI News,
we introduce you to two more
of our FY15 “new start” projects—
both of which pertain to the potential
adverse impacts of water conservation
measures on Navy drinking water
systems. Project no. 524 (Innovative
Hydrant Flushing) is experimenting
with a method to maintain the
required disinfectant residual in
Navy drinking water systems without
using large quantities of water to
flush the system. Project no. 528
(Impacts of Water Conservation
Measures on Safe Drinking Water
in Navy Water Supply Systems)
is studying the potential impact
of water conservation efforts on
Navy drinking water supply systems
including how those systems may
be impacted by dramatic reductions
in water consumption.
Tackling Nitrification
in Drinking Water:
Team to Demonstrate
a Truck-mounted Solution
with Zero Water Waste
(Project no. 524)

Navy and Marine Corps installations
worldwide are required to maintain
a disinfectant residual in drinking
water systems. The chlorine or
chloramine residual prevents
bacteriological growth in the
drinking water and is required
under the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) and associated Chief of
Naval Operations Energy and
Environmental Readiness Division
instructions. However, this chlorine
4

residue tends to be “consumed”
by a buildup of biofilms and
sediment in most water systems.
Additionally, nitrification or
trihalomethanes (THM) may
also build up in the water distribution
system. (Nitrification increases
nitrite and nitrate levels, and
promotes bacterial regrowth.)
To maintain compliance, naval
bases flush hydrants with millions
of gallons of potable water to
eradicate stagnant water, clean
the pipes, increase the disinfection
residual in the pipes, and flush
out the nitrates and THMs.
At many locations, including
Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC)
Port Hueneme and Naval Air Station
Lemoore, California, the effective
scouring velocity cannot be achieved
by traditional hydrant flushing.
At these bases, water lines are
repeatedly flushed weekly—but
even this procedure fails to remove
all the biofilm, so nitrification
continues to occur.
The flushing process can
require a tremendous amount of
water—over a million gallons
of water per year for one hydrant.

In addition, the flushing process
can require a tremendous amount
of water—over a million gallons of
water per year for one hydrant. These
California bases (and likely others)
need an efficient way to maintain
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The NO-DES truck. (Photo Credit: Low Impact Development Center)

disinfectant residual without
utilizing large amounts of water
in the midst of a severe and
ongoing drought.
This project, led by Tami Relph
from the Naval Facilities Engineering
and Expeditionary Warfare Center
(EXWC), will demonstrate and
evaluate one promising solution—
a truck-mounted potable water
distribution system which has
been used effectively in over
50 municipalities to date.
To effectively clean pipes, a
scouring velocity of five cubic
feet per second needs to be
achieved. In conventional hydrant
flushing, the velocity is only one
to three cubic feet per second.
Also, conventional flushing cleans
pipes randomly, and there is no
control in directing “dirty” water
away from already cleaned pipes.
5

The high-velocity truck-mounted
system chosen for this demonstration
can provide on-the-spot water
treatment and analysis by creating
a temporary connection into the
water distribution line through
existing fire hydrants. The Neutral
Output Discharge Elimination
System (NO-DES) connects
The water is disinfected and
returned to the water system,
resulting in zero water waste.

between two fire hydrants
or between a fire hydrant and
a fully open blow-off valve.
The water from the hydrant
is run through a filter system
mounted on the truck in order
to remove biofilm and clean out
the line. The water is disinfected
and returned to the water system,
resulting in zero water waste.

In this demonstration of the
NO-DES system, the drinking
water system at the NBVC Port
Hueneme base will be flushed.
Prior to this flushing, water quality
parameters will be collected to
establish a baseline. The same
parameters will be collected during
and after flushing to determine
the system’s effectiveness.
Additionally, the base will be
monitored for nitrification and
chloramines for one year.
At the end of this period, an
economic analysis will be conducted
to compare the costs of purchasing
the equipment versus contracting
for the flushing as a service as
a better option to conventional
hydrant flushing.
At the conclusion of the project,
the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command’s Water Media Field
Team will be invited to a
demonstration of the NO-DES
system so they can recommend
this technology to their regional
bases if appropriate. The team
will also prepare a video of the
NO-DES system in use, so that
Navy public works directors
can see the ease with which the
system is set up and utilized.
Datasheets, which will include
associated capital and contracting
costs, will be produced and
distributed to all Navy public
works offices. A final report will
also be prepared and made available
via the NESDI web site.
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New Project
Initiatives (continued)
Studying Drinking Water
Quality in the Age of
Water Conservation:
Reduced Volume & Flow
May Impact Compliance
Status (Project no. 528)

Widespread water conservation
measures across the Department
of Defense often result in less
water moving through distribution
and storage systems. When this
happens, the system can be at
increased risk for SDWA violations.
Navy installations commonly
struggle to maintain residual
chlorine levels in their water
distribution and storage systems
without exceeding the total
THM standard at the far
reaches of those systems.
The levels of THMs and other
byproducts of chlorination tend
to increase with the amount of
time water remains in a system.
To date, there has been no
comprehensive trend analysis
that demonstrates how water
conservation efforts may
contribute to the deterioration
of drinking water quality. It is
the goal of the project to assess
a representative sample of drinking
water systems to gain a better
understanding of the impact
of declining consumption
from these systems.
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There are a number of fundamental
characteristics of drinking water
supply systems common to many
Navy facilities that may impact
SDWA compliance:
•	Low density land use planning
strategies can lead to relatively
long distribution runs between the
supply system complex and the
buildings it is designed to supply.
•	Declining staffing levels can lead
to reductions in total water demand.
•	The capacity of aging water systems
that were originally oversized to
provide for fire flows can provide
space for water to stagnate.
•	The roughness of existing piping
materials can allow for and even
encourage development of biofilms
(biomass).
•	Aggressive water conservation
strategies can reduce both facility
and irrigation consumption rates.
•	Regulatory standards that address
water quality within the distribution
system are becoming increasingly
more rigorous.
Aggressive water conservation
strategies can reduce both facility
and irrigation consumption rates.

To meet water quality compliance
standards, the Navy often relies
on flushing and cleaning pipe
networks, which has the potential to
defeat water conservation goals, and
doesn’t always solve the problem.
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A final report, in the form of a
guidance manual, will be prepared
for use by Navy water program
managers. The guidance manual
will include examples of “real
world” applications of the identified
strategies including the tools,
techniques and management practices
to effectively control water quality
problems in distribution systems
and meet SDWA regulations.

This project is studying the potential impacts of water conversation measures on Navy
drinking water systems. (Photo Credit: U.S. Navy photo by Photographer’s Mate 1st Class Bart A. Bauer)

Though this project will concentrate
on the impacts of water conservation
efforts, it will also identify
operational, systemic or long-term
policy changes that would minimize
compliance problems. Additionally,
the project team will assess trends
in an attempt to more accurately
evaluate future regulatory challenges
that should be considered by
drinking water system planners.
In the first phase of this project,
the team, led by Prakash Temkar
from EXWC, will gather a
representative sample of drinking
water system characteristics,
examine Notices of Violation,
identify system problems,
and define the current state
of the practice. Representative
case studies will be developed
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based on observed “real world”
systems and problems.
Next, the project team will engage a
group of Navy drinking water system
experts to analyze specific systems
and problems and recommend
alternative strategies to address these
problems. The team will then conduct
a table top analysis of existing system
designs including current water
consumption rates and associated
water conservation efforts.
Finally, the team will analyze specific
recommended strategies based on
anticipated benefit, cost, and potential
risks. The team will also attempt to
identify and evaluate operational
Best Management Practices (BMP),
low-cost structural BMPs, and
systemic (long-term) BMPs.

Submit
Your Photo!
Recommend Your Site!
We are always looking for
good pictures of our project
demonstrations in progress.
We’d also like to hear your
suggestions for another site
for us to consider for one
of our ongoing projects.
So whether you’ve got a
great picture to share or
a new demonstration site
to propose, let us know.
Your picture, your site or
both may end up in a future
issue of NESDI News.
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2016 West &
East Coast IPRs
Each year, the NESDI program holds
IPRs to check in on the progress made
by the program’s Principal Investigators and make sure that their efforts
will achieve the intended results.
These annual reviews bring together
end users, resource sponsor representatives, and researchers—shrinking the
gap between the research and required
integration efforts. Each year, dozens
of participants attend or dial in to hear
briefings about ongoing projects and
to provide valuable feedback to the
program’s Principal Investigators.

At our west coast IPR held
last month, it was evident that
NESDI Principal Investigators
continued to excel in addressing
persistent and difficult environmental
issues. Over 60 attendees from more
than two dozen different organizations
participated in our west coast IPR
either in person or over the phone
to receive the latest information on
a number of our ongoing projects.
Attendees also toured many of the
base’s critical facilities including the
chemistry, materials and propulsion
laboratories. The week culminated
with a tour of one of the base’s
most popular and significant cultural
resources—Little Petroglyph Canyon.
This year our east coast IPR
will be held at the Washington
Navy Yard during the week of
2-6 May 2016. Attendees will receive
the latest information on a number
of our projects being led by Principal
Investigators based on the east coast.

TDWG members and NESDI Principal Investigators tour Little
Petroglyph Canyon aboard Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.
(Photo Credit: Pat Earley and Cindy Webber)

As always, space for our IPRs is limited. To request a seat at our east coast
IPR or for more information including a draft agenda and dial-in information,
contact Cindy Webber at cynthia.webber@navy.mil or 760-939-2060.
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The Latest Project
Fact Sheets On-line

Want insights into our new start projects?

Fact sheets for all of our new projects are now available on our web site
and no username or password is required. Visit www.nesdi.navy.mil
then select “Current Projects.” You’ll see a list of projects with our
most recent efforts at the top of the list. Click on the “Fact Sheet”
link in the “More Information” column for more insights.

Using Our
Web Site
Direct any questions about our web site (www.nesdi.navy.mil) to our
webmaster Eric Rasmussen at 732-323-7481 or eric.rasmussen@navy.mil.

www.nesdi.navy.mil
9
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FY15 Annual Report Highlights
Program Successes
The NESDI program has just released its most recent Year in Review
report. The report profiles our “new starts” for FY15 and discusses
projects that were particularly successful over the course of the year
in demonstrating the use of an innovative technology or integrating
critical information for stakeholders across the Navy.

The NESDI
Program Process

The NESDI
Program Process

1. Collect, Validate & Rank Needs
During this first phase of the process,
our management team—the Technology
Development Working Group (TDWG)—
solicits environmental needs from
across the Navy’s shore community.
Once received, the TDWG then
validates and ranks those needs
based on a variety of criteria including
whether the need falls within one
of the program’s priority investment
areas, the pervasiveness of the problem
across the Navy, the extent and severity
of the associated compliance risk, and
the potential impacts on the mission
of the Fleet if the need isn’t addressed.
2. Collect, Evaluate & Rank Proposals
During this phase, the TDWG collects
project proposals that address the
needs collected in the first phase
of the program process. In particular,
the TDWG requests, collects, and
reviews short pre-proposals and
the subsequent detailed, full-length
project proposals, and then recommends
to the program’s resource sponsor
(OPNAV N45) which projects
should receive program support.
3. Execute Projects
Once proposals have been selected
and funded, the program—through
initial planning, ongoing reporting
and management oversight—ensures
that the projects remain properly
focused on the needs they were
intending to address.

4. Integrate Solutions
Throughout the project lifecycle,
the NESDI program concentrates
on moving the demonstrated
technologies and other solutions
out of the laboratories and
demonstration sites and into the
appropriate operational environment.
During this fourth and final phase
of the NESDI program process,
the TDWG, Principal Investigators
and technology integration specialists
work together to ensure that various
solutions are successfully integrated
into the Fleet and weapons system
acquisition programs and verify
that the solutions provide the
anticipated benefits.

4
integrate
solutions

Fleet-Transitioned
Projects

TIMEFRAME: Ongoing

End User Validated Project Plans
from Principal Investigators

Throughout this process, the program’s
targeted customers—including need
submitters, end users, technical
authorities, and other stakeholders—
provide valuable input to develop
meaningful needs, support the ongoing
execution of individual projects and
help to ensure the successful integration
of products and other solutions.
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Draft Proposals from
Principal Investigators

Successfully Demonstrated
and Validated Projects

eXeCute
ProJeCts
TIMEFRAME: Ongoing

DURATION: 2-3 years

2
ColleCt, eValuate
& rank ProPosals

Funded
Proposals

TIMEFRAME: Every Winter/Spring

Unresolved
Unresolved
Environmental
Environmental
Issues
Issues
fromfrom
Users
End End
Users

The inputs, outputs and timeframes
associated with each of the above
stages are highlighted in the following
diagram. Outputs from each phase

1
ColleCt, ValiDate
& rank neeDs

Validated
Needs

TIMEFRAME: Every Summer/Fall

of this process as it was executed
throughout FY15 are discussed in
the following sections of this report.
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Promoting
Our Successes

The NESDI Program Process

Support from End Users
& Technical Authorities

NESDI FY15 Year in Review Report

Integrate
Solutions

Promoting
Our Successes

NESDI FY15 Year in Review Report

2015 Project Closeouts
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Integrate
Solutions

(continued)

Promoting Our Successes
Successful NESDI projects were promoted throughout FY15 in a variety of
print and online publications. In addition to this Year in Review report, an
annual programmatic review, and the program’s web site, the NESDI program
also sponsors a quarterly newsletter, generates project fact sheets, and regularly
publishes stories in Currents—the Navy’s energy and environmental magazine.
The program has also generated several videos to promote the results of some
of our more successful projects—all available via the NESDI web site.

Currents Articles

Quarterly Newsletters

NESDI News: Highlights and Happenings—
the program’s quarterly electronic publication—
brings recent technical achievements and
regulatory concerns to the forefront, along
with highlights on significant program events
over the course of the year. We published
four issues of our newsletter in FY15.

Fact Sheets
In an ongoing effort to promote
the program’s active and completed
projects, we developed dozens
of online fact sheets that highlight
the objectives and latest progress
made by ongoing NESDI projects
and the accomplishments
of completed projects.
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To browse the Currents archives, visit
the Department of the Navy’s Energy,
Environment and Climate Change web site at
http://greenfleet.dodlive.mil/currents-magazine.

Throughout the year, many of our Principal
Investigators worked with the managing
editor of Currents to have a number of articles
published about their NESDI projects in
the magazine including the following:
1. SPAWAR Validates New Tool
for Quantifying Copper and
Zinc in Stormwater: WinSLAMM
Use Supports Development of Control
Practices to Reduce Metal Concentrations
2. NESDI Project Studies Pier Cleaning
to Reduce Toxicity in Stormwater:
Technique Combines Power Vacuuming
& High-Pressure Washing
3. SPAWAR Validates Sampler for
Underwater Detection of Munitions
Constituents: Polar Organic Chemical
Integrative Samplers Deemed More
Effective Than Other Methods
4. Carderock Targets Monitoring
& Control of Emissions from
Puget Shipbreaking: New Technologies
Target Thermal Cutting Operations
& Fugitive Emissions
5. Carderock Testing New Oil
Boom Fouling Release Material:
New Material Reduces Biofouling,
Simplifies Cleaning
6. ESTCP Explores Innovations to
Maintain Shipboard Heat Exchangers:
Initial Study Focuses on the
Use of Iodine Bubble to Reduce
the Rate of Fouling
7. CNO Environmental Research
& Development Programs
Release Annual Reports:
First-ever LMR Report Joins Latest
NESDI Year In Review Report
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Successfully
Demonstrated
and Validated
Projects

EXECUTE
PROJECTS
TIMEFRAME: Ongoing

DURATION: 2-3 years

Execute Projects
Once proposals have been selected and
funded, the program—through initial planning,
ongoing reporting and management oversight—
ensures that the projects remain properly focused

Demonstration and Validation
of Sediment Ecotoxicity
Assessment (SEA) Ring
Technology for Improved
Assessment of Ecological
Exposure and Effects

Tertiary Treatment and
Recycling of Waste Water

Low Cost Selective Polymer
and Laser Interferometer
Real Time Sensors for
Detection of Solvents
in Contaminated
Groundwater Plumes

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Gunther Rosen
This project accomplished its goal of demonstrating and validating an in situ bioassessment
tool, the SEA Ring, developed under a Strategic
Environmental Research and Development
Program (SERDP) project. The team improved
upon the original design, and procured several
modified units which demonstrated multiple
advantages over previous versions. The device
was transitioned to the Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard, Naval Base San Diego, and Marine
Corps Base Quantico, where the technology
is supporting sediment remediation efforts.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Sonny Maga
This project team developed a manmade
wetland for onsite reclamation and reuse of
wastewater. They received an operating
permit from the state of California allowing use
of the treated water for subterranean irrigation
at Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego.
In FY15, they produced a final report and produced a video (available at navfac.navy.mil,
search for Tidal Wetland System).

The manmade wetland. Photo by Sonny Maga

on USS San Diego. Photo by Pat Earley

Photo by Rolf Schottle
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Execute
Projects

2016 New Starts

NESDI FY15 Year in Review Report

2. Analysis of the Long-Term
Fate of Munitions Constituents
from Unexploded Ordnance
and Discarded Military
Munitions on Terrestrial
Sites (no. 519)

8. Non-Isocyanate
Polyurethane-Free
Formulation Coatings
for Aircraft and Support
Equipment (no. 525)

3. Quantification of
Polychlorinated
Biphenyls Paint
Volatilization (no. 520)

9. X-ray Inspection
System to Demilitarize
Targets (no. 526)

Execute
Projects

NESDI FY15 Year in Review Report

Enhanced Natural Recovery
Shows Great Promise

conceptual image of the autonomous Benthic Ecology System.

In the first year of the project, the ROV will be
equipped with the cameras and sensors. Next,
the team will conduct tests to verify the vehicle’s
stability and agility, the accuracy of the results,
and the kind of environmental disturbances the
vehicle can handle. In year two, the team will
test the integrated system in the ocean environment at a pier on San Clemente Island. This site
offers a plethora of benthic environments to
assess, including piers covered with fauna.

10. Structure-Function Relationship
and Environmental Behavior of
Perfluorochemicals from
Aqueous Film-Forming Foams
for Conceptual Site Model
Development (no. 527)

The final test will be a field study at Naval Air
Station Key West. Two seawalls and a coral
reef will be surveyed, and photomosaics of the
pier wall will be made in the San Diego laboratory. This will determine whether or not the
ABES is effective in extracting the data required by the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary, and to a greater extent, whether
the system will be viable for compliance purposes at other sites.

11. Impacts of Water Conservation
Measures on Safe Drinking
Water in Navy Water
Supply Systems (no. 528)
Read on for more details on each of these newly
funded projects. To keep up-to-date on these and
all NESDI projects as the year progresses, visit
www.nesdi.navy.mil, select “Current Projects,”
and search by project number or keyword.

A report will be generated documenting the
suitability of the photomosaicing technology for

23

30
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(continued)

Seeking a Better Solution
to Sediment Remediation

7. Innovative Hydrant
Flushing (no. 524)

Single and multi-channel interferometer.

SEA Ring near Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
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1. Understanding the Impact
of Low Water Flows on Sewer
Systems and Wastewater
Treatment Plants (no. 518)

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Issis Long
The objective of this project was to demonstrate and validate optical sensor technology to
detect groundwater contaminants in real time
and to enable remote access to these data.
Field testing in FY15 revealed that the sensor
works as expected. However, housing design
modifications were suggested to the manufacturer. A technical memo, still under preparation,
will suggest a path forward.

Water column deployment of first generation

PRojEct No. 522

6. Integrated Diagnostic
Stormwater Monitoring with
Passive Sampling (no. 523)

NESDI FY15 Year in Review Report

Hull Maintenance Shroud

The program will initiate the following 11 new projects in FY16 that seek
to better understand the potential impacts of water conservation measures on
Navy water supply systems, investigate the volatilization rate of paint containing
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), and validate non-isocyanate polyurethane-free
coatings for aircraft and support equipment among other objectives.

5. Demonstration of New
Strategies for Enhanced
Monitored Natural Recovery
at Navy Sediment
Sites (no. 522)
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PROJECT NO. 468

FY16 “New Start” Projects

4. Autonomous Benthic
Ecology System (no. 521)

on the needs they were intending to address.

PROJECT NO. 464

Shroud in use during demonstration

Execute
Projects

End User
Validated Project
Plans from Principal
Investigators

PROJECT NO. 459

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
Pat Earley
This team developed and demonstrated an
easy, inexpensive shroud that collects the
hazardous waste generated during the in-port
maintenance of surface ship hulls. A guide
to making the shroud was produced, and the
project was publicized in Currents and Naval
Engineers’ Journal as well as during a briefing
at the Occupational Safety, Health and
Environment Shipyard Directors meeting.
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Execute
Projects

PROJECT NO. 456

compliance documentation. The report will contain the results of the field testing along with
Graphical Information Systems maps for easy
incorporation into environmental compliance
documents of all types. The project team will
use the Reef Assessment and Data Integration
Center, available to Navy users on the Space
and Naval Warfare Systems Center Pacific
web site to transition ABES. A Department of
Defense (DoD) Wiki Page and public Facebook
page will list field deployments and background
information about this technology. The final
report will also be available on the Marine
Resources Support Group web site and the
Chief of Naval Operations Environmental
Planning Library.
PRINcIPal INvEStIgatoR:
cheryl ann cooke
Space and Naval Warfare
Systems center Pacific
619-553-5313
ckurtz@spawar.navy.mil
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Contaminated sediment in the Navy’s harbors
is anticipated to become a one billion dollar
problem over time, more if potential natural
resource damages are factored in. The most
common remediation techniques currently are
dredging, capping and natural recovery.
Dredging contaminated sediment is very
costly and may result in collateral impacts to
aquatic biota, along with resuspension and
resettling of contaminants. Capping, which involves covering submerged contaminated
sediments with layers of sediment, gravel,
and/or synthetic materials, is relatively less
costly, but is not always possible in harbors
with substantial ship traffic. Monitored natural
recovery, while cost-effective, is not always
acceptable to regulators and public stakeholders. Driven by a lack of suitable options
and the increasingly apparent limitations of
existing technologies over time, there is a
need to develop more nuanced technologies
and risk assessment methods.

This facilitates the reestablishment of benthic
(bottom dwelling) organisms, and accelerates the processes of natural binding and
physical isolation that would occur over time.
True EMNR also lends itself well to beneficial
reuse of clean dredge materials, and it is
cost-effective. However there are few examples of true EMNR implementation in the U.S.
Previous EMNR efforts have used sand as the
capping layer instead of local sediments or
sediments with an appreciable organic content, and therefore have little or no binding
capability. The key focus of this project is the
development of standardized procedures for
applying EMNR using natural sediments at
moderately contaminated DoD and Navy sites.
Currently the project team is defining key
EMNR parameters and protocols to ensure that
the methodology can be replicated elsewhere.
Then a range of natural sediments will be field
tested using a Remedy And Recontamination
Assessment (RARA) array that the project team
is developing under a Strategic Environmental
Research and Development Program (SERDP)
project. Next, the team plans to take the field

One of these methods is Enhanced Monitored
Natural Recovery (EMNR). In this approach,
thin caps (10-30 centimeters) of clean sediment are placed atop contaminated sediment
to enhance ongoing natural recovery processes. In contrast to the thicker layers of
sediment used in traditional isolation capping, thin caps used for EMNR are not
intended to provide a complete seal over the
contaminated sediment. Instead, they simulate an accelerated natural deposition of Sediments will be tested using a RARA array that is
clean sediment, resulting in a surface layer of being developed for a SERDP project. this diagram
cleaner sediment and an immediate reduc- shows an isometric view of the RARA with sediment
tion in surface contaminant concentrations. trays and instruments installed.

NESDI FY15 Year in Review Report
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For a hard copy of the NESDI program’s FY15 and other Year in Review
reports, please contact Lorraine Wass at 207-384-5249 or ljwass@outlook.com.
An electronic (pdf) version of the report can also be downloaded from
the program’s web site at www.nesdi.navy.mil.
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Program
Schedule
For the next couple of weeks, the program will concentrate its
efforts on the evaluation of full proposals to address the priority
needs that were collected, screened, evaluated, and ranked
as part of the program’s FY16 needs solicitation process.
A program schedule for the entire year is provided below.
No.	

What

When

1.
		

Principal Investigator Answers to
Full Proposal Screening Questions DUE

2 May 2016

2.
		

Conduct East Coast
In-Progress Review

3-5 May 2016
(Washington Navy Yard, DC)

3.

Announce FY17 Needs Solicitation

1 June 2016

4.

Evaluate Full Proposals

by 6 June 2016

Obtain Sponsor Review &
Approval of Full Proposals DUE

17 June 2016

6.

Announce FY17 New Starts

29 July 2016

7.

Close FY17 Needs Solicitation

1 August 2016

8.

Screen Needs

8-12 August 2016

9.

Evaluate & Rank Needs

12-16 September 2016

10.

Obtain Sponsor Review & Approval of Needs

19 September - 7 October 2016

11.

Request Pre-proposals

14 October 2016

12.

Conduct OPNAV N45 Programmatic Review

November 2016

13.

Pre-proposals DUE

16 November 2016

14.

Make Pre-proposals Assignments to FWGs

2 December 2016

TDWG & FWG Comments
on Pre-proposals DUE

21 December 2016

16.

Evaluate Pre-proposals

9-13 January 2017

17.

Request Full Proposals

19 January 2017

5.
		

15.
		

18. Conduct West Coast In-Progress Review
			
19.
20.
		
21.

6-10 March 2017
(Location TBD)

Full Proposals DUE

15 March 2017

TDWG & FWG Comments
on Full Proposals DUE

31 March 2017

Screen Full Proposals

3-7 April 2017

22. Quarterly Status Reports Due
			
			
			

4 April 2016
5 July 2016
3 October 2016
2 January 2017

Check out our web site (www.nesdi.navy.mil) for the latest version of our program schedule.
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WINTER 2016

NESDI
NEWS

Highlights & Happenings

Getting on
Our Mailing List
If you’re not already on our mailing list and want
to subscribe to NESDI News, please send your email
address to Lorraine Wass at ljwass@outlook.com.

Contact Your
TDWG Member
For more information about the operation of the NESDI program, contact
Ken Kaempffe, the NESDI program manager, or members of the TDWG.
No.	

Name

Command

Phone

Email

1.

Kaempffe, Ken (Chair)

NAVFAC

805-982-4893

ken.kaempffe@navy.mil

2.

Bendick, John

NAVSUP

717-605-9144

john.bendick@navy.mil

3.

Bixler, Christy

NAVFAC/CNIC

202-685-9313

christy.bixler@navy.mil

4.

Earley, Pat

SPAWAR

619-553-2768

patrick.earley@navy.mil

5.

Hertel, Bill

NAVSEA

301-227-5259

william.hertel@navy.mil

6.

Kopack, David

NAVSEA

202-781-3247

david.kopack@navy.mil

7.

McCaffrey, Bruce

Consultant

773-376-6200

brucemccaffrey@sbcglobal.net

8.

Rasmussen, Eric

NAVAIR

732-323-7481

eric.rasmussen@navy.mil

9.

Sugiyama, Barbara

NAVFAC

805-982-1668

barbara.sugiyama@navy.mil

10.

Venable, Bill

NAVFAC

805-982-1674

william.venable@navy.mil

11.

Webber, Cindy

NAVAIR

760-939-2060

cynthia.webber@navy.mil

12.

Youngers, Luzmarie

NAVAIR

904-790-6382

luzmarie.youngers@navy.mil

In the Next Issue
of NESDI News
There is a lot more information coming your way in
the next issue of NESDI News: Highlights & Happenings.
In our spring 2016 issue, we will provide you with
updates on our efforts to evaluate and rank the full
proposals received by our March deadline.
Until then, look for an article about our eleven
FY15 “new start” projects in the spring 2016 issue of
Currents, the Navy’s energy and environmental magazine.
You can read our latest article “NESDI Program Launches
Eleven Technology Initiatives in 2015” on-line and subscribe
to Currents at http://greenfleet.dodlive.mil/currents-magazine.
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